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Summary y 

Thee understanding of the behavior of hydrogen in all forms of silicon continues to 

evolvee and is an essential component of the silicon-semiconductor technology. Among the 

variouss experimental techniques, magnetic resonance with its varieties of electron 

paramagneticc resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), is 

capablee of providing the most detailed direct insight into the microscopic structure of 

defectss in semiconductors. This thesis presents a study of hydrogen interaction with 

impuritiess in silicon by advanced electron paramagnetic resonance and electron-nuclear 

doublee resonance. 

Inn chapter 1 a brief introduction into the emerging role of hydrogen/deuterium in 

semiconductorr technologies and the fundamental research on hydrogen in silicon is given. 

Inn chapter 2, the up-to-date experimental data on the paramagnetic centers of hydrogen and 

hydrogen-relatedd centers in silicon observable by electron paramagnetic resonance are 

reviewed.. With respect to topics of the thesis, in this chapter, four main-subjects, namely, 

thee isolated hydrogen center, the hydrogen-vacancy complexes, the passivation of 

chalcogenn double donors by hydrogen, and the interaction of hydrogen with deep levels of 

transition-metall impurities in silicon are considered. 

Inn chapter 3, the successful experimental observations of hydrogen passivation of the 

seleniumm double donors in silicon are described. Hydrogen was introduced by heat 

treatmentt at high temperatures in an atmosphere of water vapor. Two new paramagnetic 

centers,, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, were observed. By using isotopically enriched 

seleniumm and heavy (deuterated) water, the participation of selenium and hydrogen in the 

structuree of the centers was conclusively established. The atomic and electronic structures 

off the centers were characterized by their g tensors, hyperfine interactions, and nuclear 

quadrupolee effect. The selenium-hydrogen complexes have the trigonal symmetry, with all 

impuritiess on a <111> axis, selenium on a substitutional site, hydrogen atoms on interstitial 

sites.. For the Si-NL60 center a single hydrogen position on the Se or Si antibonding sites is 

preferred.. The Si-NL61 center can correspond to two very similar one-Se-one-H centers or 

too one SeHaHp center with two slightly inequivalent hydrogen sites. The ambiguity is not 

finallyy resolved. To first approximation the core of the center consists of a neutral selenium 

atomm and a positive hydrogen. Some transfer of charge is likely to occur resulting in a 

Se++ H+1~ charged pair. An electron is electrostatically bound to this core in an extended 
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orbit.. The center resembles in its properties the shallow single or double donors which are 

welll described by the effective-mass theory with an additional central-cell potential 

accountingg for the ground-state properties. 

Threee paramagnetic centers related to gold observable in gold-doped and gold-doped 

hydrogenatedd silicon samples are reported in chapter 4. A center labeled Si-NL62 requires 

thee diffusion of gold only and reveals itself in the measurements as a single substitutional 

goldd atom, but in a monoclinic-I environment. It can be characterized by Zeeman 

interactionn g, gold hyperfine interaction A, and quadrupole interaction Q of nearly axial 

symmetryy with axes of the three tensors coinciding. The center is successfully discussed 

withinn the vacancy model and then shows almost equal electron localization N2 ~ 0.40 in 

thee 5d electron shell of gold as the established single substitutional gold center. Center Si-

NL633 has a more complex structure consisting of two, probably equivalent, gold atoms 

decoratedd by two or three hydrogen atoms, with all atoms in a monoclinic-I configuration. 

Hydrogenn atoms occupy the common interstitial antibonding sites to a silicon nearest 

neighbor.. The third center, Si-NL64, has one gold and two nearly equivalent hydrogen 

atomss in a triclinic arrangement. It appeared to be quite similar to the well-studied 

platinumm center Pt-H2 and the (dis)similarities between these centers are discussed. In all 

modelingg the idea of accommodating gold atoms in a silicon divacancy has been a leading 

thought. . 

Twoo EPR spectra, labeled Si-NL65 and Si-NL66, respectively, of the Pt-H^ and Pt-Fe3 

centerss in silicon are reported in chapter 5. The observation of the Si-NL65 spectrum of the 

Pt-H33 center with trigonal symmetry is the first observation in EPR of a transition-metal-

hydrogenn complex containing three hydrogen atoms. A detailed analysis of the 

experimentall data has provided sufficient material for the atomic model of the center in 

whichh the platinum occupies a substitutional position and three hydrogen atoms arrange 

themselvess equivalently in trigonal configuration anti-bonding to three silicon nearest 

atomss on <111> axes passing through the platinum site. Though the energy level of the Pt-

H33 center cannot be determined by magnetic resonance, evidence from the EPR 

observationn seems to support the assignment of an acceptor level as measured in DLTS. 

Thee Si-NL66 spectrum was attributed to a complex of one subsitutional platinum atom and 

threee interstitial iron atoms. Although the direct incorporation of hydrogen into the center 

iss not observed, the hydrogen plays an important role in enhancing the formation 

probabilityy of the Pt-Fe3 center as it only observed in the hydrogenated/deuterated 
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samples.. The observation of lower symmetry of the Pt-Fe3 center compared to that of the 

Pt-H33 and Pt-Li3 centers is good evidence indicating that if atoms with larger atomic 

radiuss are involved to form the complex, it is more difficult to find equivalent positions for 

alll of the atoms than for the smaller atoms, such as hydrogen or lithium. 

Inn chapter 6, the observation of the Si-NL68 spectrum of the Pd-Hi center is presented. 

Thee behavior of Pd is different from the other cases of the Pt-H and the Au-H complexes 

ass described in chapters 4 and 5. In this experiment, the Si-NL68 spectrum is observed 

onlyy after a low-temperature heat-treatment process of the sample. This spectrum, from its 

observedd g tensor typically for transition-metal impurities, the symmetry of monoclinic-I, 

andd the appearance of twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines, was assigned as 

originatingg from a complex of one-hydrogen-one-palladium defect. The experimental 

resultt also showed that after hydrogen in-diffusion, the complete removal of the 

predominantt isolated substitutional palladium has occurred, suggesting the formation of a 

passivee Pd-H complex which is responsible for the loss of Pd-related spectra. 

Thee last chapter of this thesis reports on studies of the silver-gold-gold center Si-NL67 

andd the gold-related center Si-NL50 observable in silver-doped p-type silicon. The 

spectrumm Si-NL67 which from its observed hyperfine structure is concluded as due to one 

silverr atom and two non-equivalent gold atoms was identified as originating from a 

trigonall defect with electron spin S= \. Also in this study, the center Si-NL50, previously 

identifiedd as isolated substitutional gold center, was again observed. Having a quite 

differentt appearance when measured in K-band EPR spectroscopy, the spectrum, however, 

showss many similarities to previously reported result, identifying the same defect. Further, 

inn a more careful measurement and treatment, evidence of gold contamination in the 

sampless has been observed. The intensity reduction of the Si-NL50 spectrum as the Au-Fe 

centerr emerges is decisive evidence for the gold involvement in the Si-NL50 center. 

However,, as the observed signal is weak, no ENDOR measurement has been carried out, 

andd the identification of the Si-NL50 center as isolated substitutional gold center in silicon 

couldd not be investigated. Further experiments on this center are highly recommendable. 


